REQUIRED TO BE IDENTIFIED

*Federal requires all sexually intact goats for exhibition.

*Ohio requires imported wethers for exhibition to come with official ID and CVI.

Ohio requires ID on all intact goats at change of ownership.

Layers of regulations that get more specific: federal + state + show/Fair. OH State fair requires all wethers to have ID.
**OFFICIAL EARTAGS**

They come in many shapes and colors, plastic or metal, but will have the **US SHIELD**.

Available Colors:

*The color blue is only available for livestock.*

---

**Tags distributed from our office will be serial style**

---

These are serial style tags

**How Do I Know If a Tag is An Official Tag?**

The **US Shield** is on all official tags.

---

These are flock style tags

**DO NOT REMOVE OFFICAL TAGS**

---

Producers who want flock style plastic tags will need to purchase them.
IF a tag needs to be applied, should find tags with fair vet

TAG PLACEMENT

- Official Scrapie tag (plastic/metal tag).
- Good tag placement.
- Female portion of tag on inside of ear.

TWO-PIECE SWIVEL TAG - HAS BEEN DISCONTINUED DUE TO POOR RETENTION. HAVE OWNERS CALL US FOR NEW TAGS

These were the original scrapie tags distributed in 2002
THESE ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE IN EXHIBITION ANIMALS

Sheep or goats with blue metal or plastic official tags (with US shield) that are stamped “MEAT” or “SLAUGHTER ONLY” on one side of the tag, like these pictured below:

CANNOT be used for breeding or exhibition (fairs, shows, petting zoos). But CAN go back to a farm to be fed out for slaughter or go direct to slaughter. (9 Code of Federal Regulations Part 79.2 & 79.3).

TATTOO INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO PRODUCERS

- IF YOU ARE USING TATTOOS IN REGISTERED GOATS, THE OFFICIAL ID IS THE Registry Tattoo Applied in Each Ear as Outlined on the Registration Certificate. These Animals Must Be Accompanied by the Original Registration Certificate (In Exhibitor’s Name) in Order for the Tattoos to Be Considered Official Identification.

- IF YOU ARE USING TATTOOS IN NON-REGISTERED GOATS, THE OFFICIAL ID IS THE USDA-Assigned Flock ID Number in One Ear and an Individual Animal Number Tattooed in the Other Ear. While the Flock ID is Assigned by USDA, the Animal Number Is Assigned by the Owner and Must Be Unique to Each Animal.
TATTOO AND REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

TATTOO AND REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
Tattoo and Registration

- Use of tattoos is a privilege.
- Owners must assure legibility of tattoos.
- Animals may be identified with a tattoo in lieu of an official ear tag, as long as the tattoo is either:
  - The same as the herd ID assigned by USDA
  - Or the animal is registered and accompanied by a copy of the registration certificate listed under the current owner.

This is the area to look for tail web tattoo -- DO NOT PLACE TAGS IN TAIL WEB AREA
**ELECTRONIC IMPLANTS**

- Electronic implants are an option for goats in an SFCP enrolled flock/herd, or
- Goats registered with national associations that allow the use of ISO 11784/85 compliant (840...) electronic implants (EID) for registry identification, **if all the following conditions are met:**
  - The animal is registered with a national registry association;
  - The electronic implant is recorded by the registry on the official registration certificate;
  - The animal is accompanied by the official registration certificate; **and,**
  - The animal is accompanied by a reader that can read the implant.

*Note: These EID need to be ordered directly from the tag company and require an additional state ID number (PIN).*

**Required Record Keeping**

- A record must be made when official ID is applied to the animal.
- The record must be kept for 5 years after the animal dies or is no longer owned by you.
- It is recommended that they can be easily retrieved.

**Note:** Animals presented in open class/senior fair project, that are older than 3 years may have the older EID (not 840) and is grandfathered in as official ID.